
Solutions that provide high availability, 
data protection and business continuity

However unlikely the possibility of a disaster, such as a fire, flood or theft, can 
you afford to risk losing any of the following types of data:

• Current and historical customer orders

• Customer details, account and contact information

• Stock records, project information or case notes

• Accountancy documentation

• Employee records and payroll information

In this day and age, it’s imperative to protect your business – namely your data – 
from the consequences of a fire, flood, theft or other disaster by backing up your 
systems and deploying a disaster recovery strategy. 

We all know data needs to be backed up but the complexity of data and applications 
can make it a daunting task. However without a robust strategy in place, if you 
do suffer a major disaster, or a significant system failure, not having reliable and 
accessible backups in place could result in irrecoverable damage to your business.

DISASTER RECOVERY  
& BACKUP

Can you afford to be unprotected?

At a glance
Protect your business  
from disaster

Utilise the cloud for  
essential backups

High availability from  
any location

Business continuity  
taken care of

All adhering to data  
protection laws



Our experts will advise you which of our solutions will suit your business and its 
requirements best:

Cloud Recovery 

Suited to businesses that need assurance, in the event of a disaster, key workers 
will be able to access all mission-critical data, operating systems, IT applications 
and their settings, plus email as normal from any internet connection within a 
maximum period of 24 hours. 

Cloud Virtual Replication 

Best suited to businesses that rely on real-time availability of your data and 
cannot afford to lose any data or have your systems down for even a few 
minutes. A fully managed service offering recovery of just a few seconds.

Cloud Desktop

OGL’s Cloud Desktop product (also known as ‘virtual desktop’, ‘VDI’ or ‘hosted 
desktop’) has inherent disaster recovery and backup features, as well as a host 
of other accessibility, cost and security benefits. A great all-encompassing 
solution for companies who suit the benefits of taking all their computing 
requirements into the cloud.

Cloud Virtual Recovery

Created for businesses that run virtual servers using VMware or Hyper-V 
solutions.

Onsite Recovery

In some situations cloud-based disaster recovery solutions aren’t suitable or, 
in some cases, businesses express a desire to keep all of their data on-site. In 
that case we can discuss on-premise solutions with you.

We certainly hope it won’t but experience tells us that businesses do 
suffer from totally unpredicted incidents that cause significant disruption 
because access to data and systems is lost with no quick and easy way to 
restore them.

Our enviable portfolio of Disaster Recovery & Backup products – cloud-
based and onsite - means there is a solution that will be suitable, and not 
to mention cost-effective, for your business.

“It won’t happen to me”

Our IT experts  
are waiting to hear  
from you:

01299 873 873

ogl.co.uk/itsolutions

itsolutions@ogl.co.uk

Don’t just take our word for it...
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“ “OGL provided exactly what they said  

they would and remote access to  

our data within 24 hours was very 

important to Danfast’s survival  

as a going concern.

The right solution available for you

Danfast, Hull


